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Founded in 1983, the Schubert Ensemble is firmly established as one of the world’s leading
exponents of chamber music for piano and strings. Giving more than fifty concerts a year, the
Ensemble has visited more than forty different countries, most recently having performed in Bermuda,
the Czech Republic, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Canada, the United Arab Emirates, Romania, Italy
and the USA and also made its first tour of China. In 1998, in recognition of its contribution to British
musical life, it received the Best Chamber Ensemble Award from the Royal Philharmonic Society, being
short-listed again in 2010. It has appeared on TV and radio in many countries and is heard regularly on
BBC Radio 3.

The Ensemble has curated three festivals at Kings Place in London, Finding Fauré in 2009, Saint-Saëns’s
Paris in 2010 and a series celebrating the Ensemble’s 30th Anniversary in 2013, as well as an
Enescu/Dvořák series at the Wigmore Hall, all widely praised. It also programmed the 2010/11
International Chamber Series for Leeds City Council, devising a Viennese season with the title
Transfigured Night. In the field of education, new music, and audience development, the Schubert
Ensemble has carried out performing and educational Residencies at the University of Bristol, Cardiff
University, Hall for Cornwall in Truro, Wiltshire Music Centre, and Birmingham Conservatoire,
commissioned more than eighty works, and, combining education and new music initiatives, created
the groundbreaking national project Chamber Music 2000. 

The Ensemble has produced over thirty critically acclaimed CDs of works by composers ranging
from Hummel, Schubert, and Elgar to Martin Butler, Judith Weir, and John Woolrich. Recent discs of
Dvořák chamber works and the most recent of two Enescu discs were chosen as CD of the month
by the BBC Music Magazine. 

www.schubertensemble.com

CD ONE

PIANO QUARTET No.1 in G minor, Op. 25 
1 1. Allegro 14’ 12”
2 2. Intermezzo: Allegro, ma non troppo 8’ 00”
3 3. Andante con moto 10’ 03”
4 4. Rondo alla Zingarese: Presto 8’ 39”

PIANO QUARTET No.3 in C minor, Op. 60
5 1. Allegro non troppo 10’ 56”
6 2. Scherzo: Allegro 4’ 14”
7 3. Andante 9’ 33”
8 4. Finale: Allegro comodo 10’ 56”

Disc total playing time 76’ 53”

CD TWO

PIANO QUARTET No.2 in A major, Op. 26
1 1. Allegro non troppo 15’ 47”
2 2. Poco adagio 11’ 35”
3 3. Scherzo: Poco Allegro 11’ 06”
4 4. Finale: Allegro 10’ 06”

Disc total playing time 48’ 34”

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833–1897)



THE SCHUBERT ENSEMBLE

Simon Blendis – violin
Douglas Paterson – viola
Jane Salmon – cello
William Howard – piano

Brahms, the great upholder of the Classical tradition of chamber music in the 19th century, composed
three substantial works for the quartet of piano, violin, viola and cello. This was a comparatively rare
combination at the time: the main precedents were the two quartets of Mozart (one of which Brahms
had performed as a ten-year-old prodigy pianist) and the single Quartet by Brahms’s mentor Robert
Schumann. All three of Brahms’s works in the medium are early works, with their origins in his
twenties: Nos. 1 and 2 were written in quick succession and published as companion pieces; No. 3 was
begun before them, but did not reach its final form for many years. 

The First Quartet, in G minor, was conceived probably around 1857, drafted in 1859 while Brahms
was employed at the court of Detmold, and completed in the composer’s native Hamburg in 1861.
The first performance took place in Hamburg on 16 November 1861, with Schumann’s widow Clara
playing the piano; a year later to the day, Brahms played it in his first chamber concert in Vienna, where
he was later to settle. The work is notable for its wide range of expression and equally broad range of
colours – factors that must have induced Schoenberg to make his orchestration of it.  

The first Allegro begins with a quiet, pregnant theme in piano octaves, which after a light-textured
major-key pendant returns fortissimo on the strings. The main second subject is an expressively curving
melody in D minor begun by the cello, which is later transformed into a new major-key version. The
first theme in its original version begins the development section, suggesting that there is going to be a
repeat of the opening section (which there isn’t). But it is absent from the start of the recapitulation,
which begins with its major-key pendant – though the theme makes its presence felt again before the
movement reaches its dark conclusion. 

The second movement is a C minor Intermezzo in 9/8 time, subdued in colouring with the strings
muted throughout. The main section is urgent in mood, with pulsing repeated quavers; the faster, more
agile Trio, in A flat major, is recalled in the fleeting C major Coda. 

omitted at the start of the recapitulation. This section rapidly abandons its initial turbulence to head
for calmer waters; but the ‘Clara’ motif returns in the coda. 

The second movement is a C minor Scherzo in a driving 6/8 time. Instead of a contrasting trio
section, it has an uneasy bridging episode ending with a long build-up to the fortissimo return of the
opening idea – a passage which may well have been taken over directly from the finale of the original
1855 Quartet. 

The rapt E major slow movement, in a compact sonata form, begins with an extended lyrical melody
for the cello with piano accompaniment, joined only much later by violin and then viola. At the
recapitulation, this melody is magically rescored for the two hands of the piano two octaves apart,
with off-beat violin double-stops and harp-like pizzicato triplets in viola and cello. 

The finale also begins with a solo string melody, this time on the violin against busy piano quavers; the
ensuing (repeated) sequence of themes ends with a subdued, rather Mendelssohnian chorale. The
calming influence of the chorale seems to spread over the predominantly quiet development section;
it is not played loudly until towards the end of the recapitulation, when the piano bursts out with a
massive C major version. This seems to be pointing towards a major-key ending; but the coda
remains poised between major and minor, until it ends with two brusque major chords – as if
slamming the door shut not just on the Quartet but on a whole chapter of Brahms’s life.
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The graceful Scherzo and its D minor Trio are both in miniature sonata forms. The Trio, which begins
with a sturdy canon between piano and strings, has a coda which leads back to the reprise of the
Scherzo. 

The last movement is in Brahms’s typical ‘finale form’, in which the exposition is followed by a
combined recapitulation and development. The opening group of themes hints at the Hungarian
gypsy style, if less overtly than in the First Quartet; its swaggering first limb reappears in the coda
transformed into a transparently accompanied violin melody in triplets, and is then restored to its
original form, but Animato. 

* * *

The Quartet numbered last of Brahms’s three was, in origin, his first. It began its life as a three-
movement Quartet in the rare key of C sharp minor which Brahms began in 1855, and played
through privately with colleagues in April 1856; after that he may perhaps have replaced the original
slow movement with another, but following another play-through in November 1856 he decided to
suppress the work. It was not until 1873 that he returned to it: he completely reworked two of the
original movements, the first Allegro and the finale, to form the first movement and scherzo of a
Quartet in C minor; and he added, according to his own account, a new slow movement and finale.
The resulting work was published in 1875, and first performed from the printed parts at a house
concert in Vienna on 18 November that year, with Brahms at the piano. Although the Quartet is, as
he described it to his publisher, ‘half new and half old’, its consistency shows how much Brahms’s
musical language remained essentially the same throughout his career.

The first movement displays a raw, despairing urgency rare in Brahms’s music. He wrote about it to a
friend: ‘Imagine a man for whom nothing is left and who wishes to put an end to himself’; and in
another letter he identified himself with ‘the man in the blue coat and the yellow waistcoat’ – in
other words the hero of Goethe’s novel Werther, who shoots himself because of his hopeless love
for a married woman. There seems little doubt that the movement reflects Brahms’s feelings for
Clara Schumann, who was 14 years his senior: he had become close to her after her husband’s
suicide attempt in 1853 and subsequent incarceration in a mental hospital; by 1855 he was writing to
her that ‘I can no longer exist without you’. At the opening of the movement, the name of ‘Clara’ is
whispered by the strings and then massively proclaimed by the piano; later, the piano’s second subject
sounds like a tender declaration of love. The ‘Clara’ motif dominates the development section, but is 

The E flat major slow movement begins with a noble melody played by the violin and cello in octaves,
with the inner harmonies supplied by the viola in double-stops and the bass line by the piano in
octaves – producing a typically Brahmsian combination of warmth and austerity. The Animato middle
section, in C major, is a kind of suppressed march in 3/4 time which, after a stormy interlude,
suddenly bursts out in a powerful fortissimo. 

The Quartet ends (like Haydn’s best known piano trio) with a ‘gypsy rondo’. This is Brahms’s most
exuberant homage to the Hungarian gypsy style which he learned in his youth as accompanist to the
violinist Ede Reményi. The movement has all the tricks of the trade: a main rondo theme with incisive
grace-notes, a drone bass and unpredictable phrase-lengths; darting semiquaver flourishes for all four
instruments; a stately major-key episode full of Magyar short–long rhythms and with its own
sentimental middle section; and a wild cimbalom-like piano cadenza, preceding an acceleration of
mounting excitement to the final return of the theme, Molto Presto.  

* * *

The Second Quartet, in A major, may like the First have its origins in the late 1850s, and like the First
was completed in 1861. But then it was revised, in the light of comments from Brahms’s violinist
friend Joseph Joachim, a process which apparently lasted into 1862. Brahms included the premiere in
one of the chamber concerts he gave during his first visit to Vienna, on 29 November 1862. The
following year, the Quartet was published by Simrock of Bonn, together with the First. They make a
complementary pair: while the First is tautly dramatic until its exuberant finale, the Second is full of
expansive, Schubertian lyricism. 

The first movement is indeed, as Ivor Keys described it, ‘so lyrical that there are very few bars
without hummable melodic content’. The exposition (repeated) begins with a melody, shared by
piano and strings, in a characteristic mixture of triplets and equal quavers; this is the starting-point
for an organically unfolding chain of related ideas. The opening melody is transformed in the
development section into a minor-key version with a new continuation of recitative-like phrases;
these phrases are recalled in the limpid coda. 

The E major slow movement begins with a singing piano melody shadowed by the muted strings in
paired quavers. This theme is repeated three times in the course of the movement, varied in melodic
line and scoring, to create a rondo structure. The paired quavers act as a unifying element, right
through to the coda, in which the strings are again muted. 
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CD ONE

1–4 PIANO QUARTET No.1 in G minor, Op. 25 40’ 54”

5–8 PIANO QUARTET No.3 in C minor, Op. 60 35’ 59”

Disc total playing time 76’ 53”

CD TWO

1–4 PIANO QUARTET No.2 in A major, Op. 26 48’ 34”

THE SCHUBERT ENSEMBLE

Simon Blendis – violin
Douglas Paterson – viola
Jane Salmon – cello
William Howard – piano
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